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Preface

The publication of a series of Working Papers at Krishna Kanta Handiqui State
Open University is a reflection of the University's sincere efforts towards the
promotion of a productive research environment among the faculty members and
officers of this university. Through these Working Papers, KKHSOU seeks to
broaden the horizon of liberal thoughts and ideas of the faculty members and
officers to take up serious academic and intellectual discussions across diverse
disciplines of contemporary relevance.

Ideally, Working Papers are papers that are in progress, or under submission, or
being published elsewhere. However, one may present a Working Paper to selected
readers for comments. The writer may have some hypotheses and research
questions, may apply some methods, which would further give an idea about
what to expect when the work gets finished. Besides, a Working Paper may
provoke further discussions among the targeted readers and the writer may change
his/her ideas based on comments or review.

With the philosophy of promoting free flow of ideas and thoughts, the University
has done away with the process of Peer Review of the Working Papers. However,
each of the papers was subjected to an internal review by the editorial board, and
the Committee on Publication of Working Papers took every possible measure to
make these papers error-free. These papers reflect many of the theoretical methods,
intellectual traditions, cultural aspects as well as current socio-political and
economic discourses within and across different disciplines.

We hope that this paper entitled "Sankardeva : Some Reflections on Religious
Language" will help the general readers and aspiring researchers belonging to this
region and beyond.

Dr. Rahul. S. Mazumdar, Chairperson
Dr. Smritishikha Choudhury, Convenor (cum Editor)
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Sankardeva : Some Reflections on

Religious Language

Dr. Bhaskar Bhattacharyya

Abstract

This paper attempts to explore Sankaradeva (1449-1569) from the
perspective of religious language. Sankaradeva, as an ardent follower of Hindu
philosophy, although is not a philosopher in academic sense, adopted Brajabuli
language (the speech of Vraja, commonly used in the writings of Vaisnava
poets of Assam and Bengal), which is by nature artificial through Borgeet
(devotional song), Ankiya nat (play) and Bhawana etc. His use of artificial
language also focuses on the concept of thought and reality. Using the Brajabuli
or artificial language, he exposed the concepts like God, Matter (acit), and self
(cit). He believed in one supreme God, that is Krishna. Sankaradeva, therefore,
formulated Ek-Sarana Nama Dharma (the religion of supreme surrender to
one; and that one is Vishnu who, in the form of Narayana, assumes incamations
from age to age. The most favourite incarnation in which Vishnu is to be

worshipped is that of Krishna) for the people of/^am to unite people irrespective
of cast, creed, and religion against the massive practice of ritualism prevalent
in 14th and IS*" century. The main objective of Ek-Sarana Nama Dharma is
to preach the non-dualistic faith through the chanting of God's names or Hari
kirtana. So, he writes: "Prakriti Purusaduironiyanta Madhava, Samastareatma
Hari paramabandhava" (Madhav is the guide of both Prakrti (Matter) and Pumsa
(Mind); Hari is the most faithful friend of all). Here, we perceive a metaphysical
tendency in Sankaradeva's philosophy.

Sankaradeva's reflection on religious ianguage

Sankaradeva's concept of religious language is deduced from his Kirttana
Ghosa, Bhakti-pradipa, Bhagavata Purana, Bhakti Purana etc. His religious
concepts like Ek-sarana Nama Dharma, ankiyanat and bhawana, borgeet,
devotional songs etc. have been clearly displayed in his religious language. His
religious language is especially dealt with artificial language. However, in later



periods, his religious language seems to shift to ordinary language in case of
the upliflment of society through his message of education, skill development,
environmental awareness etc.

Dr. Birendranath Dutta, a renowned writer, singer cum lyricist, folklorist
of Assam, in his book Sankar-Madhavar Manisha Aru Asamar Sangskritik
Uttaradhikar\Nntes: "Although Sankaradeva and Madhavdev in their writings
used the medium of the Assamese language still they adopted an artificial
language in dramas and devotional songs, which is known as Brajabali." (Dutta
2008, p.85)

Dr. Birinchi Baruah in his book Sankaradeva: Vaisnava Saint of Assam

also writes: "In the Vaisnava church of Assam, singing is universal even today.
These compositions were however, not couched in homely Assamese as the
poems of Kirttana or the Kavyas. These were written in an artificial speech
called Brajabuli, a mixed Maithili-Assamese language. Such a literary medium
was in vogue among the medieval vaisnavite poets of Bengal, Bihar and
Orissa."(Baruah 1960, p. 53)

Dr. Moheswar Neog also emphasizes the point that "A remarkable thing
is that the plays are written, apart from the intervening Sanskrit version, in an
artificial literary idiom, popularly called 'Brajawali-bhasa and latter called Brajabuli,
and this has a queer mixture of Assamese, Maithili, Hindi and other elements."

(Neog 1965, p-218)

From the above-mentioned important sayings, it is clear that Sankardeva
espoused the artificial language called brajabuli, which revolves around his
religious writings in the mediaeval age. It can be expressed that his artificial
language becomes reflected in his Ek-sarana Nama Dharma, ankiyanat and
bhawana, borgeet etc. This paper attempts to explore these concepts one by
one against the backdrop of religious language.

Sankaradeva : Ek-Sarana Nama Dharma

The concept of Bhakti Movement of Sankardeva culminated in the philosophy
of religion, which is popularly known as Ek Saraniya Nama Dharma. Like the
philosophy of Ramanuja Vedanta, he holds that God is the central reality of soul
and matter and neither can exist without Him. They exist in Him and are



inseparable. Thus, he writes in KirttanaGhosa such as :

TumiParamatmajagatara Isa ek

Ekobastunahiketomatabytirek"

(KirttanaGhosha, Haromohana, v.9)

(Thou art the Supreme self, the only Lord of the universe.
There is no other thing except thee) He also writes;

"Krisnaracaranacintivekahrdayate

Asantalsvara Hari Samastabhutata"

(KirttanaGhosha, Prahladcaritra, v.162)

(Think of Krishna's feet in thine heart, knowestthou that
God is in the hearts of all.")

Here, Sankaradeva promotes his religious writings through the artificial
language, although it seems to be ordinary, but not colloquial in nature. He, by
means of, this linguistic style asserts his metaphysical tendency in his
philosophy. His linguistic style depicts his non-dualistic trend like Sankaracharya
Vedanta unlike the Radha-krishna character of Caityna, Gopi-Krishna of
Ballabhachaiyya, Rukmini-Krishna of Namadeva and Sita-Ram of Ramananda.
His disciple Madhavdev, therefore, writes such as:

"PrakrtiPumsaduironiyantaMadhava

Samastaratma Hari ParamaBandhava"

(Namghosha, v.405)

Madhava is the guide of both Prakriti (matter) and Purusa (Mind); Hari
is the best friend of all. By way of religious language, especially by the artificial
language, Sankardeva accepts only three kinds of substance. They are- matter
(acit), soul (cit) and God (Isvara). He holds that the subtle jivas and the subtle

powers of the universe emanate from paramatman.



Sankardeva's view on nature of self

Sankaradeva holds that Jibatma (embodied soul) and Paramatma

(disembodied soul) are not conceived as identical and co-extensive. They have
their independent entities. Sankardeva holds that Atman is etemal, immutable,
and immortal. It was bom neither in the past nor in the present. Birth and death
are the common features of a jiba. Though Atman is associated with the body
or the jiba, yet it remains distinct from the body just as fire from the fuel it
burns. Manas or jiba, which determines the activities of the body, is a product
of maya. And due to maya or nescience, the embodied self-associates with the

activities of the body. As a result, the jiba suffers from pain and miseries of the
world so long as it is associated with the body, mind, and senses. Just as a
lamp is supposed to provide light so long as there is contact between wick, oil,
and fire. The worldly existence focuses on the body and the mind and not on

the self. Though the light or the fire of the lamp vanished after the disconnection
between oil and wick, still it cannot be said that the fire so long as visible is
altogether is perished. Fire in the form of (burning something or shinning or

lighting) effluence can never be destroyed. The essential nature of fire remains
intact in fire itself. It may never cease to exist.

Though the Jibatma differ from paramatma, still both are interrelated in
the sense that jiba wants to realize the essential nature of Brahman. The
concept of maya covers the happiness and joy that are inherent in the nature

of jiba. Due to maya, the propensity of jiba for realizing the nature of Brahman
is hindered. Therefore, Sankardeva holds the view that jiba can purify itself

through the constant meditation of the nature of God.

B.K. Barua writes: "Sankaradeva propagated his new religion at a time,

when ritualism was gaining ground with occasional intrusions of ultra-religious
animism and occultism. In order to do away with the mushroom growth of
Gods, he was logically proceeding against the theological basis of polytheism.
He emphasised the unity of essential Godhead. In the cosmology of
Sankaradeva, God is the Absolute reality. He is the material as well as the
efficient cause of the universe. He is endowed with all auspicious and excellent
attributes, which are unsurpassable. Sankardeva considers the Absolute
Brahman as Narayana, the only object of adoration."(Baruah 1960, p-90)



In Kirttana Ghosa, Sankaradeva writes;

'PrathemePranamoBrahmarupiSanatana

Sarvaavatararkarana Narayana'

Kirttana Ghosha, Chaturbinshatiavatarabomana, v.1)

(At the outset, I bow down to Narayana, the eternal one, in the form of Brahma,
the cause of all incarnations)

Sankaradeva preached a religion of Supreme surrender to one Vasudeva
or Krishna, who is also known as Vishnu, Narayana, Rama, Hari and therefore,
his religion is known as Ek-Sarania Nama Dharma. He upheld the philosophy
of oneness in all. Thus, he strictly prohibits the worship of other Gods and
Goddesses. According to him, if Vishnu is worshipped, all other Gods are
worshipped. Thus, Sankaradeva writes- "As the branches, leaves and foliage
of a tree are nourished by pouring water only at the root of a tree, as limbs of
the body are nourished by putting food only in the stomach, so all gods and
goddesses are propitiated only by the worship of Krishna." (Bhagavata Purana
IV, v.190/191)

This has been made clear in the Bhakti Pradipa :

"Ekacittatumimokamatra kora seva,
Pariharadurateyatekaana deva,

sarana panna eka mote matra ,

Mokebhajahuibatevemukuitrapatra,
Nama nusunibatumianadevatara,
yena mate bhakti vyabhicara"
(jogotoreatmabrahmadiromoidevo

Janiekochittematramuke kora sevo
mokoerianaekunobhojedevok
Sehibhoktieruwawesomostekarmok
Sehieka saran bhajananupom
Nusunay an ekudevotamam

Abyabhicharini take buliobhokot

Nahikeprayasaatoolpesadhegoti)
(Bhakti Pradip, v.30)



["Devote yourself to me with a single mind, from a distance all other Gods

surrender yourself to me alone, devote to me, then will you be fit for salvation.
Never listen to names of other Gods, that your devotion may remain unsullied."]

Sankaradeva prescribes the Bhakti-marga as the one and only way in

order to realise the Sad CitAnanda rupa of God or Absolute that is Krishna.

A true devotee sees the Lord or Krishna in everything and finds him revealing
himself in the form of love. It is easier to picture God as love then to conceive

the Absolute as True. The loving nature of God is suited to irrespective of
Caste, creed, and religion. Sankardeva, therefore, advocated the dashya type

of bhakti, one of the kinds of premamay bhakti. In fact, sen/ant hood of devotee
and God as master is the keynote of Sankaritite works. In Dashama, Sankardeva

says: As a practical sadhana, Sankardeva adopted sravana-(listening) kirtana
(chanting) is necessary for the purification of the mind, which in turn leads to

Supreme devotion. In Bhakti Pradipa, he says: "Friend, rely upon my words, I
do my deeds in the shape of Sravana-Kirtana disregarding all other deva

dharmas, certainly you will attain salvation with ease." (Bhakti Pradip, V. 156)

Sankaradeva: Ankiya Nat or Bhawana

Ank'iyanat or Bhawana is considered one of the most significant elements
in Sankardeva's religious writings. This not only introduces Sankardeva as a
noted playwright but also enriched Assamese culture to a great height. As a
Vedantin, he read the Epics, Vedas, and all the important works of Indian
philosophy. He not only studied the essential books of Hindu Philosophy, but
also made best use of them when he composed the nats like Ramvijaya,
China-yatra, Parijatharan, Patniprasad, Keligopal, Rukminiharan, and Kalio
daman. Sankaradeva basically took the stories from Bhagawatpurana and Epics
while writing the nats, but the most important case is that he did not put any
new element in the stories. He laid emphasis on the apprehension of the
stories while writing the nats so that people can understand easily.

Apart from that, Sankardeva in writing the stories also laid emphasis on
the style of language, thus he adopted the artificial language, which is Maithili
mixed with Assamese language. He understood that it was not an easy matter
to attract the general people towards the EK- Sarana Nama Dharma. He,
therefore, adopted the method of language that is artificial or ideal language to

10



attract the people through nats or one act play. He in this context was successful
In choosing the medium of language because people Irrespective of cast,
creed, and religion embraced the artificial style of language. People came out

of the house to enjoy the nats or one act play. Therefore, the technique or
medium of using language played an Important role In case of disclosing or
expressing the subject matter of stories of anklya nats or one act play before
the audience. Here, we find a difference between Anklyanats of Sankaradeva

and Sanskrit dramas. There were some restrictions of displaying Sanskrit

dramas before the audience. As for Instance, In Sanskrit dramas, playwrights
cannot portray the events like death and diseases, the dethronement of kings,

the siege of a town, and a battle. It Is also equally forbidden to depict a marriage
or other religious rites or such domestic details as eating, sleeping, and bathing,
anointing the body or such Ill-concerned things as curses. The Important point
Is that these restrictions are not observed In Sankardeva's anklya nats or
plays. Rather, they are shown with an Importance so that they can visualise the
situations with their own. In Anklya nats, there were not many characters, the

plays centre round the principal hero, that Is Krishna, and his life Is depicted
In some plays as a young man and In others as a child. The Important characters
of the various plays are- Rukmlnl, Satyabhama, Yasoda and SIta. These female
characters are displayed In a traditional life.

The main cause behind of composing Anklyanats by Sankaradeva Is to
promote Valshnavism for the people of Assam through devotional sentiments.
The people of Assam Irrespective of cast, creed, and religion came fon/vard to
view the nats and Sankardeva tried to Inject other additional elements like
song, dance, and dialogue In anklya nats to attract people.

However, the question Is why, being an Assamese, Sankardeva chose

an artificial language that Is Brajabull language. Apart from this, being an erudite
scholar of Sanskrit, he could have composed the plays In Sanskrit language.

As for Instance, he wrote the book Bhakti-ratnakar In Sanskrit language. So,
the significant question Is, why Sankardeva chose the artificial language to
display the plays before audience. It may be thought that the chief actors were
bound to play the role In Sanskrit; others might play the role In Prakrit.

In this context, Sankardeva played a great role by selecting a mixed
Assamese language called 'Malthell-mlxed Assamese language' In order to

11



preserve the dignity of the characters. Sankardeva's usage of artificial language
such as Vrajabali instead of Assamese seems to serve a number of purposes.
For one, the Maithili language had a developed and highly regarded body of
literature by Shankaradeva's time. Thus, his use of Vrajavali would lend a
seriousness and prestige to his plays. As William Smith notes: "It also functioned
to "disassociate them from the popular forms of Assamese drama such as the
Oja-pali which celebrated folk deities like the snake-goddess Manasa, and
yatras, which were often by vulgarity." (Smith, 2001:44) The Assamese
language incorporates many words from outside of the Indo-Aryan language
group, a fact not surprising given the Geographical proximity of Assam to Tibet,
China and Myanmar. By largely avoiding such non-lndo Aryan Vocabulary, and
in fact, as William Smith (Smith,2001:39) points out, deriving about 90% of his
vocabulary from Sanskrit, Sankardeva's plays are made accessible to the
audience across North Eastem India and Beyond. Still Smith notes, "Shankardeva
seems to have further facilitated comprehension by avoiding Maithili words
without Assamese counterparts." (Smith, 2001:44)

Shankardeva's use of Sanskrit is noteworthy. The 25 Sanskrit verses in
the Keligopala occur at almost regular intervals throughout the play. They do
not provide new information, but rather summarise key points expressed in the
Vrajavali text of the play. Thus, they function like a set of sutras (aphorisms)
outlining the development of the plot. Appropriately, most of these verses would
be spoken by the plays Sutradhara, the narrator who holds the thread of the
play (Smith: 2011: 241).

^  It can be mentioned that most of the ankiyanats were written with
religious motives using the brajabuli language and considering one of the strong
media to preach the significance of Vaisnavism. Therefore, they were staged
in the village namghar on the occasion of Nandotsava, Dol-yatra, and
Rasapumima etc. In due course, they were performed on the festive occasions
during seedtime and harvest. Again, villagers also organised special bhawana
in temporary sheds or rabhas. Madhavdeva, that is why, constructed barghara
or rangiyalghar to stage the plays like Bhojana-vihara and dadhi-mathana. (Barua
1960, p.79).

Sankardeva s Bhakti movement played a tremendous role in the
development of art and culture in the Assamese society. Ankiya-nats or Bhawana

12



is one of the significant pillars of Sankaradeva's contribution towards Assamese

culture and tradition. Unlike the Sanskrit plays, Bhawana or ankiyanats embrace
all sections of people breaking the barriers of cast, creed, and religion. It also
provide an opportunity to study or learn the stories from Puranas and Epics.
B.K. Baruah in this context states: 'Thus in an age, when literacy was confined
to the priviledged and learning was aristocratic, the bhawana served as a most

powerful agency for disseminating religious and ethical ideas to the as it is and
ethical ideas to the masses as it is in itself the greatest achievement of
Sankardeva's dramatic representation." (Barua1960,p-85)

Sankardeva's Borgeet

Borgeets or devotional songs is also one of the meaningful elements of
Sankaradeva's religious language. The important point is that the implication of
his compositions like Borgeet or devotional songs, ankiya nats etc., is
philosophical as well as spiritual. By these writings, he wanted to establish a
link between men and God. Here, we can explore his reflection of artificial
language in his unique composition of Borgeet. The first Borgeet of Sankaradeva
was composed not in Assam but at Vadarikasrama during the first pilgrimage
(c 1481 A.D), That Borgeet is:

Raga : Dhanashree, Tal: Pori

Man meri Rama caranahilagu

Tai dekhanaantakaagu

Mana ayuksaneksanetute

DekhaPranakonadina chute

Mana kala ajagaragile

Jana tilekemarana mile

Mana niscayapatana kaya

Tai Rama bhajatejimaya

{ Baruah (edt.), 2014, p.8 }

13



English translation : "Rest my mind, rest on the feet of Rama;

Seest thou not the great end approaching?

My mind, every moment life is fleeting.

Beware, any moment it might flee way.

My mind, the serpent of time is swallowing;

Knowest thou, how death by inches is advancing?

My mind, surely this body would wither away.

So break through illusion and resort to Rama

O mind, thou art blind;

This vanity of things; thou seest

Yet nought thou seest

Why art thou, alumbering at ease

O mind, awake and think of Govinda

O mind, Sankara knows it and says.

Except through Rama, there is no hope." (Barua 1960, p 54)

Sankardeva's Borgeet got popularity in the sense that they were mainly
practical, although the borgeet is sung in order to propitiate Krishna so that He
can save people from suffering and distress or can show the direction of searching
the right path and people at large number participated in the Borgeets for gaining
personal peace or collective peace through the medium of prasanga and Kirttana.
Again, as far as the language of Borgeet is concemed, Borgeets were composed
of artificial language called brajabuli, although it seems to be ordinary language,
in order to link between God and people so that people can come nearer to realise
the nature of God. It can be viewed that Borgeets are so melodious and magnificent
that if any one participates once in a lifetime, he bounds to come for the second

time. Therefore, Sankaradeva very carefully and meaningfully composed the lyrics
of Borgeets for all sections of the people so that they could chant them easily and
apprehend their meaning without any difficulty.

Sankardeva's Borgeets have philosophical importance in the sense that
if a devotee sings a borgeet then he would not only be able to get peace for
his own self but would also be able to secure a connection with God. And
thereby, the devotees would be able to transcend the domain of material

14



happiness and get the transcendental domain of happiness through God's

grace, love, and compassion. Each and every Borgeet comes to end with a
passionate prayer for shelter at the feet of Govlnda and It guides the devotees

to get rid of suffering. For example, we can take some examples of Borgeet,
which depicts the Important Issues of life like suffering In life, temporary human
life, meanlnglessness of life etc. This Borgeet Is:

Rag : Kedar

Pave Parl Harl KarohoKatarlPranarakhabI mora

VIsayavlsadhara vise jarajarajlvananarahethora

Athlradhanajanajlbanayauvan

Athlraehu samsara

{ Baruah (edt.), 2014, p.13 }

English translation: Falling prostrate at Thy feet, O Lord,

I make entreaties that thou may preserve my soul.

My life Is poisoned with the venom

Of the serpent of worldllness.

It cannot stand any more.

Wealth and family are Illusory,

So are life, youth, and this our world.

Wife and children are all Insubstantial.

Upon whom shall I rely?

My soul Is as fickle

As water on floating lotus leaves.

And never at rest for a moment.

Drowned In the enjoyment of worldly pleasures,

I could not touch Thy supreme feet.

Sankara prays: O Hrlslkesa

Steer me safe across this sea of sorrows,

O SrIpatI, thou art my mind and destiny.

Give me the doctrine and the way.

In the path of spiritual progress." (Barua 1960,P: 57-58)

15



Sankaradeva clearly writes that senses are the barriers in case of the
realisation of God. Therefore, Sankardeva shows the ways to transcend the
barriers through God's grace and thus, he prays to God in this way:

Rag: Dhanashree, Tal: Pori

Narayana caranekarahogohari

Visaya-vilasapasachadi

Indriyamohiohivatovari

Nasagandhamadhura rasa rasana

Sravana -vividhadhvanidhaya

Narayana rupaparasatvacacahe

Sevakapala Gopala

{ Baruah (edt.), 2014, p. 19}

English translation: O Narayana, this prayer do I make at thy feet

Free me from the shackles of earthly pleasures

and annihilate my senses. My nostrils crave for fragrance,

and eyes look for forms and touch for flesh.

As such, how can I worship the feet of the lord?

Lust, anger, vanity, pride and passion-

They are mighty foes. Sankarasays: O Lord, except Gopala

There is none to protect thy servant from these foes. (Baruah 1960,p.59)

Sankaradeva, through the composition of Borgeets, clearly states three
noble truths. These three satys or truths are—^there is suffering in human life,
there is cessation of suffering and there are ways leading to the cessation of
suffering. In this context, Sankaradeva significantly asserts that faith and devotion
to Krishna or Rama can only release human beings from death or suffering.
Thus, Sankardeva composes a borgeet, which describes the concept of
devotion, spirit of humility and self-surrender to God. That borgeet is:

16



Rag: Dhanashree, Tal: Pori

Pamaru mana Rama caranecittadehu

AthirajivanaRama Madhavakerinama

. Maranakasambalalehu

Rajanidivasa dura aviyavata

Avataantakagaraii

Krsnakimkarabhana Rama paramadhana

maranahisanganachora.

{ Baruah ( edt.), 2014, p.6 }

English translation: O sinful mind, cling to the feet of Rama.

Life is unstable

As weapon against death.

Take the name of Rama-Madhava

Days, nights and life pass away

And death approaches with thundering sound.

Think of the body's decay

Forsake everything and seek shelter under Rama

O animal in man's dress.

In the snare of cravings.

You are a prisoner now.

From this prison-world none can rescue you,

^Save your own devotion to the Lord.

Devoutly, I serve the Great lord Rama;

Let him reside in my heart.

Rama is my most precious treasure

O Lord, leave me not in the Grip of Death,

Prays the servant of Krishna." (Baruah, 1960 p-60)

17



It can be expressed that there is a metaphysical tendency inherent in
this borgeet. The important words in this borgeet are Lord Rama or Krishna,
devotion to the Lord, subject to decay or death, momentariness of the material
world, Rama or Krishna as a savior or redeemer. Therefore, there is a monistic
or metaphysical picture embeded in this borgeet, which Sankardeva depicts
through the medium of the artificial or ideal language.

Sankaradeva laid so much emphasis on the self-surrender to Krishna
in order to release from the material world, which imply death, suffering,
momentariness of the world etc. He, in this context, employed the concept of
prayer to Lord through his composition of Borgeet. Sankardeva clearly shows
that intellect and wisdom cannot lead a devotee to salvation or mukti unless the

devotee possesses true devotion. Sankardeva, therefore, writes:

Rag: Gouri, Tal: Bisam

Soisoithakuramoiyo Hari parakasa

Nama dharatarupasmaratatakerihamudasa

Panditepadhesastramatrasarabhakateliye

{ Baruah (edt.), 2014, p.7}

English translation:

"He is my master through whom light of the Lord manifests itself.

I am his servant who recites His name

and cherishes his image in heart

Like the bee that sucks honey from the lotus

that blossoms in the bosom of a lake

The devotee drinks nectar (of the holy name)
While the pundit parrots sciriptures

Devotion alone leads to salvation

A devotee should remember this

As an experienced jeweler

Appraises the merits of the peerless jewel
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So.Sankara, the servant of Krishna says,

Fall thou down and pray at the feet of Govlnda.

He who chants the praises of Hari

Is the real pundit and the glorious man." (Baruah 1960, p. 62)

Sankardeva's Ek-Charana Nama Dharma totally goes against rites and
rituals, which according to him cannot lead a devotee to salvation. Like Advaita
Vedanta, Sankaradeva also mentions the concept of maya in his writings. He
also shows that due to maya, people fail to find out the true knowledge and
consider the worldly knowledge as true or absolute knowledge. Sankardeva
also emphasizes that only true knowledge guides a man to be from maya or
illusory knowledge. Therefore, he insists people not to indulge in kama, krodha
or anger, lobha or greed, moha, infatuation, pride, matsarya, envy etc.

He, therefore, writes through Borgeet such as:

Rag: Shree, Tal: Ektal

E bhava gahanavanaatimohapasechanna

Tahehamuharinaberai

Phandilomayarapasekalavyadhadhayaase

Kama krodhakuttakhedikhaya

Harailocetanaharlnajanokimatetari

Sunitedagadhabhelajiva

Lobhamohaduhuvaghasatatenacharelaga

Rakhurakhusadasiva

Palaitenedekhosandhi dinedinedrdhabandi

Bhailamandamanarayukuti

Tuva Hari lagogoda moramayapasuchoda

Sankarakarayakakuti

{ Baruah (edt.), 2014, p.12 }
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English translation: This world is a dense forest,

Full of the letters of desire

And myself, a weakling of a deer.

Wandering here alone

Time like a hunter

Charges me fast

I am fettered by the hoofs of maya.

0 Hari, I have lost my heart,

and know not the way to liberation

Even to think of my lot

1 burn within.

Avarice and illusion

The two tigers following me

Save me, O thou Infinitely Good

I see not the way of escape

And what a pity. The more am I entangled

The more I lose discrimination.

Sankara takes refuse at thy feet

And entreats Thee

Free him from the fetters of maya."

(Baruah 1960 p.64)

Sankaradeva through the composition of Borgeet clearly shows his
style of using religious language that is artificial or idealistic style of language.
He repeatedly brings out the metaphysical picture that there is one supreme
or absolute Reality that is Krishna. Sankardeva, therefore, brings the devotional
aspect in Borgeet. As far as the religious language is concemed, Sankardeva's
use of artificial language in the afore mentioned concepts, that is brajabuli
bhasa, is confined only to bring out the relationship between infinite and finite
or worshipped and worshipper or devote and God.
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Epilogue:

From the above exploration, it becomes clear that Sankaradeva employed
the medium of artificial language in his spirit of philosophizing. Dr. Kesavananda
Dev Goswami in his book Mahapurusa Sankaradeva mentions, "He employed
a prose in the artificial Brajawali idiom in the dialogues and this became the
earliest specimen of Assamese prose." (Goswami 2007, p.66) Sankaradeva's
use of artificial or logical language has only one function that is to dig out the
hidden fomn of religious language in order to establish the link between language
and reality. Sankardeva's brajabuli language, which is so called as artificial
language by noted academicians of Assam, is also confined to one function
that is to establish a link between the worshippers and worshipped or devotee
and supreme reality. Sankaradeva by means of his various writings attempts
to preach people that there is one supreme Reality that is Krishna or Vishnu
and therefore his doctrine is known as 'Ek-Sarana Nama Dharma'. Here,

Sankaradeva also puts forward the concept of language and reality. He chose

the vehicle of artificial language to bring out the picture of Reality, although it
seems to be embedded and comes to fore by the analysis of artificial language.

Sankaradeva started a campaign against the established trend. Thus,

Sankaradeva formulated his 'Nava-Vaishnava Dharma' in the medieval period

(15**^ and 16*" Century) against the most massive practice of ritualism, which
not only embraces the belief of the installation of Image or Idol worship but also
the sacrifice of people to propitiate Gods or Goddesses of Hinduism. He,
therefore, denigrated this prevalent and established system and was successful

to bring people under his own system that is 'Ek-Sarana Nama Dharma'
irrespective of cast, creed, and religion. 8. K. Chatteijee in his book The Place
of Assam in the History and Civiiisation wrote: "Sankardeva gave to Assam a
new discipline a faith in a single divinity and helped Assam to break away with
a past with its complicated esoteric doctrines and its unmeaning practices and
gave to the people something simple and straightfon/vard, divested of all
questionable associations or implication. He was the greatest builder of Assam
as he brought in a powerful spiritual life and although circumstances prevented
his influence from being spread into other parts of India, as a religious leader,
he is unquestionably one of the greatest India has produced... He was truly the
medium through whom the spiritual life of medieval India as a whole shone

upon the life of Assam." (Chatteijee 1970, p.71)
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Sankaradeva significantly picked the religious concept of neo-
vsishndvism glorifying the ideal character of Sri Krishna in order to save people
from massive ritualism through the various concepts like Ek-sarananam
dharma, ankiyanats, bhawna, borgeet, sattriya dance etc. Being successful in
this respect, Sankardeva reframed his philosophy by shifting his philosophizing
in the medieval society so that people can understand the significance of
dharma or religion in a better way. He emphasized the questions like how life
can be made meaningful through dharma. Therefore, Sankaradeva shifts his
earlier thinking and seems to emphasise social upliftment or the empowerment
of people through insistence on the concepts like education, vocational training,
environmental awareness, inculcation of values like equality and justice
irrespective of class, caste, and creed. In this context, Sankardeva is not only
a preacher of neo-vaishnavism, but also a social reformer. Dr. Kesavananda
Dev Goswami mentions "The Great Guru Mahapurusa Srimanta Sankardeva,
through his multifarious and contributions to the society and people, laid a deep
and permanent mark in Assam in centuries which still persists as a
dominating force in the minds of the Assamese people. He laid the foundation
of a refined culture in all spheres of individual and social life of the people for
which he is acknowledged as the father of the Assamese sub-nationality. The
relevance of his teachings has not diminished even today; rather it is felt to be
of great importance to wipe out all odds and evils of the present unrest of
thesociety of large." (Goswami 2007, p. 103)
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